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Nobody Loves You When You'l"e Old and Good 
by Charles R Turner 

Even though I'm no great fan of WWI 
games, I do respect 1918. I've played it a few 
times (long ago) and found it to be worth the 
time land with so many games to play, that's 
high praise) . It su ffers from being about 
WWI, being "old," and not having state-of
the-art graphics and ru les. Nevertheless, I' d 
hate to see such a good game be en ti rely 
neglected and this prompts me to prompt 
you to ha ul it out of the closet and play it 
again - read the article first, though. - RAS 

On March 21, 1918 the blast of over 
6000 guns heralded the beginning of the firs! 
and largest of the German "Peace Offen
sives" of 1918 designed to defeat the British 
and French before the Americans arrived in 
force. Using troops made available for use 
on the Western front by Russia' s collapse, 
the Germans managed by means of new infil
tration tactics to penetrate almost 40 miles in 
seven days into the Allied front before being 
halted by their own supply difficulties, the 
arrival of French reinforcements, and the 
desperate Allied defense which drained Ger
man manpower. 1918 simulates this first 
German offensive of 19J 8. 

1918 was first published as one of the 
old T est Series Games by Poultron Press 
(8&7) in 1970. The second Simulation Series 
edition was first published by SPI in 1972. 
Because 1918 is an older game and because 
games on World W ar I have never been par
ticularly popular, 1918 is almost forgotten 
today . This is unfortunate for 1918 is quite a 
good game tha t is rarely decided until the last 
turns. Although its basic system is fairly stan
dard, it has enough unique elements (infiltra
tion, its handling of supply and artillery, 
etc .) to keep it interesting today . There are 
large amounts of combat (and blood) and 
movement in 1918. The game is given variety 
through the Order of Ba tt le Options avail
able to each side. Overall, 1918 portrays a 
tense situation in which the Allied player is 
trying to slowly d rain the initially irresistable 
German forces to a point where they can no 
longer carry out offensive operations before 
the Germans have seized their geographical 
objectives while also trying to keep their own 
outnumbered forces from being completely 
annihilated . Ther German player's primary 
challenges are to move as quickly as possible 
with as few casualties to his own troops as 
possible toward hi s objectives while keeping 
his troops supp lied (which takes considerable 
logistical forethought:, especially in the later 
stages of the game) . 

The map covers the area in France from 
Amiens on the west [0 a little east of the )jne 
Cambrai , St.-Quentin, La Fere, and from 
Lens in the north to Noyen in the sou th. 
Each hex represents 2.8 kilometers, or about 

1. 74 miles of terrain measured across. The 
front line runs from almost in the sou theast 
corner up to about the middle of the north . 
edge of the map. On each side of this line are 
the trenches, or fortified zones as they are 
called in the game. T he German fortified 
zone is from three to four hexes deep whereas 
the Allied for tified zone is three hexes deep 
only in the northern third and on the south
ernmost three hex.es of the fro nt, south of the 
Oise River (the French sector). Along the rest 
of the front, the Allied fortified zone is only 
one hex deep. Besides aiding friendly de
fenders, units must spend an additional 
movement point to enter an enemy fortified 
zone hex. Directly west of the frontline and 
including most of the Allied fortified zone is 
a gray area which runs like the inverted vor
rex of a tornado from the southern map edge 
to form a point just north of Arras. This rep
resents the area devastated by the Germans 
when they retreated to the H indenburg line in 
1917 . This area severely impedes the German 
advance. Whereas a clear terrain hex cos ts 
one movement point, each hex in the devas
tated zone costs two . But this zone also 
hinders the Allies by slowing up reinforce
ments and by making retreats during the 
movement phase difficult. Rivers are another 
impedimem to the German advance. To 
cross a river, a unit must expend two addi
tional movement points. Among the rivers , 
the Somme-Canal du Nord system is the 
worst Obstacle, because much of it lies in the 
devastated zone and so four movement 
points must be expended to cross it. (All 
movement costs are cumulative.) 

Around the map are various aids to the 
play of the game. Besides the combat results 
table and the te rrain effects chart, t.here is a 
replacement pool fo r each player. There is an 
area for each player to place units which have 
been permanently destroyed. Also , for rhe 
German player, there are boxes to store units 
which have exited from the map and thus 
count toward thc victory conditions. And 
there is also the time record chart for keeping 
track of when replacemen ts will arrive, and it 
gives the five different Allied reinforcement 
schedules. Which schedule is used depends 
on the Order of Battle Option the Allied 
player is using . 

Each combat unit in 1918 represents a 
division . Except for eight 6-4's (the British 
Guards and the divisions of the Common
wealth countries), all British infantry divi
sions are 4-4's . All French divisions are 5-4's 
and the few Allied cavalry divisions in the 
game are all 2-7's. The Germans have three 
types of infantry div isions. The most impor
tant and most numerous are the Stosstrup
pen (assault) divisions (7-5's). These units 

represent the divisions trained in the new in
filtration tactics and have special capabilities 
which are discussed below. Then come the 
regular German divisions (6-4's) and finally, 
the Trench divisions (5-3'5) . The Germans do 
not have any cavalry in the historical order of 
baltle, but have three such divisions in one of 
the hypothetical orders of battle. They are 
the same strength as their Allied counterparts 
(2-7). In addition to these units, both sides 
have corps/supply/artillery units. They are 
the same strength for both sides, namely 
4-3's. They have the symbol and historical 
designations of corps headquarters, al
though they do not function in a command 
control capacity, but rather as a supply 
source or as artillery . These units will be 
discussed in more detail later. 

1918 lasts ten turns , and each turn 
represents the passage of one day of reaftime 
beginning with March 21. Each player turn 
consists of a fit'st movement phase, followed 
by the combat phase, and then a second 
movement phase, with the German player 
turn occu rri ng fi r5t in each game-tu rn. Th is 
second movement phase differs from the sec
ond movement phase in most other dual 
movemeIll phase games in that all units may 
move again whether they have been involved 
in combat in the immediately preceding com
bat phase or not. 

Zones of control in 1918 are of the usual 
type which do no t force combat and do not 
allow movement directly from one enemy 
controlled hex to another. There are, how
ever, two important exceptions to this 
scheme which allow some movement through 
zones of control. The first exception is that 
German Stossfruppen divisions (7-5) that 
begin their movement phase in an enemy 
ZOC may move 1 hex only directly into an
other enemy controlled hex, or in other 
words, one hex per phase or two per turn. 
This, of course, simulates the Germans' infil
tration tactics. The other exception is called a 
leapfrog withdrawal. In this case, a friendly 
unit in an enemy controlled hex may move 
onto an adjacent friend ly unit in an enemy 
comrolled hex if that adjacent friendly unit 
has not yet moved in the current movement 
phase. This is especially useful to the Allied 
player because he will need it repeatedly to 
save his units that have been surrounded by 
German infiltration. The only other notable 
rule pertaining to zones of control is the rule 
that says the Allies (only) must pay an addi
tional movement point when leaving an 
enemy zone of control. 

Units may stack two high, but whereas 
both may attack, only one may defend and 
only that one suffers any adverse combat re
sull. Thus a line of units stacked two high can 
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stop any attack if reinforced to make up for 
losses . But the Allies can almost never afford 
this luxury . 

The simulation of supply and artillery in 
1918 is handled in an abstract, but neverthe
less effective manner. It is also a unique man
ner in that supply and artillery are not repre
sented by separate units, but are one and the 
same unit. In effect, these corps/supply/ 
artillery units represent the flow of ammuni
tion and other supplies to the front. In any 
given player turn, they may function in any 
one of the following ways: (1) to provide gen
eral.and/ or attack supply; (2) as offensive ar
tillery; (3) as defensive anillery. General sup
ply is usually traced fi ve hexes to a road that 
leads off a friendly map edge, bu t i r Lha t is 
not possible, general supply may be traced 
four hexes to a corps/ supply/ artillery unit. A 
corps/ supply/ artillery unit may be used in
definitely for general supply without being 
consumed, but it is consumed and removed 

from the map when it is used to provide at
tack supply to units within four hexes of it. 
All units within four hexes of one of these 
units can be supplied by corps/ supply/artil
IefY units and any unit in attack supply is also 
in general supply . Since units cannot attack 
without attack supply, it is importanlto keep 
the front line well supplied. Units which are 
defending need only general supply to func
tion normally and thus do not consume 
corps/ supply/ artillery units. The Germans 
will usually have to expend between three 
and five of these units per turn to keep his en- . 
tire line supplied for attacks. Expended 
corps/ supply/artillery units return on the 
firs t friendly movement phase of the game 
turn after they were consumed. 

When used as offensive artillery, a 
corps/ supply/ artillery unit may attack with 
its combat factor of 4 any enemy unit within 
three hexes of the attacking unit. It may at
tack alone or in conjunction with attacking 

infantry units and is always consumed when 
used as offensive artillery. German supply/ 
artillery units being used as offensive artillery 
and firing from the German fortified zone 
are doubled in strength to 8 factors. This sim
ulates the British tactic of putting a relatively 
large percentage of their troops in the front 
line where they were exposed to the full ex
tent of the initial German bombardment. 

Supply/ artillery units may also be used 
to aid the defense of a friendly unites) which 
is defending within three hexes of that sup
ply/artillery unit. Here the defender has the 
option of using the supply/ artillery unit at 
full strength (4), in which case it is consumed, 
or at half strength (2), in which case it is not. 
Either way, since the attacker declares his at
tacks before the defender allocates his defen
sive artillery, the attacker may find his odds 
drastically reduced before the attack is 
resolved . 



Actually, there is one further use of 
these units. As a last resort, supply/artillery 
units may be used , in defense only, as a regu
lar unit, defending with a strength of one. If 
destroyed while being used in this manner, 
they are placed in the box that is for per
manently destroyed units and never return. 
Nevertheless, the Allied player may find this 
necessary at times when no other type of unit 
can plug a serious hole in the line. 

H should be clear by now that the deci· 
sion each turn as to which supply/artillery 
units will function as supply sources and 
which as artillery and the decision as to how 
many of these units total the player can af
ford to consume each turn without jeopar
dizing the success of future turns is crucial to 
the game. When returned to the game, Allied 
supply/ artillery units come on from the wcst
ern map edge, German from the eastern. 
Thus in the early part of the game, the Allies 
must budget their expenditure of supply/ar
tillery units, because they are so far from 
their friendly map edge that it will take sever
al turns for an expended supply/artillery unit 
to reach the front. In the later stages of the 
game, the situation will be reversed and it will 
be the Germans who will have to budget their 
supply/artillery units. 

1918 was one of the first games to use die 
roll modifications to reflect the effects of ter
rain on combat. Units are never doubled (due 
to terrain) or halved (due to lack of supply) 
as in many games. Instead, the die roll is 
modified in the following ways: out of sup
ply, -1; defending in a friendly fortified 
zone hex, + 2; defending in a town or behind 
a river , + 1. Modifications are always 
cumulative. 

The most notable aspect of the combat 
result table is the large number of exchanges. 
The odds range from 1-1 to 10-1 and there are 
two exchanges (V, possibility) in everv col
umn except 6-1 (where there are three) and 
10-1 (where there is only one if the die roll is 
unmodified). 10-1 with the defender unsup
plied in clear terrain is the only sure way to 
avoid an exchange. There are also quite a few 
"both retreat" results and this result is possi
ble even at I 0-1 if the defender is in his forti
fied zone. Also, if the defender is defending 
in his fortified zone, an attacker retreat result 
is possible up to 6-1. Thus, as one would ex
pect the defense has the upper hand, espe
cially jf the defender is in the trenches. 
However, the defender'S advantages disap
pear when the defending unit is surrounded 
in clear l.errain, for this decreases the chance 
of an exchange if the odds are at least 3-1 or 
better and means t.he certain destruction of 
the defending unit, since in a both re trea t, 
the defender is retreated first. So by sur
rounding Allied units through infiltration , 
the German player can often overcome the 
defensive advantages inherent in the combat 
results table. 

. Few German players would allow their 
Ul1lts to be S\I rrou nded by the Allies so it 
might look as if it would be impossible fo r 
the Allies to attack successfully, especially in 
the early turns. But this is not necessarily the 
case . For odds of less than 1-1 are treated like 
1-1. Furthermore, the exchange rule reads: 

"the defending unites) are destroyed and 
one of the attacking units ... " is destroyed . 
This can lead to the ridiculous result of a 
British cavalry division, for example, attack
ing two or three German Stosstruppen divi
sions (7-5's) at 1-1 and rolling an exchange (a 
\Ij possibility) and destroying all of the Ger
man divisions at the cost of only a cavalry 
division - a most favorable exchange for the 
Allied player. Yet it may not be as ridiculous 
as it seems. The German player, in the earlier 
stages of the game will inevitably surround 
many Allied divisions, thus minimizing or . 
eliminating the chances for exchanges. Thus, 
German casualties during this period may 
sometimes seem unrealistically low. H ow
ever, such I-I attacks by the Allies even 
things up a bit, if lucky. 

Replacements are available at the same 
rate for both players. For every three sup
plied units that are destroyed, one may 
return as a replacement. As supplied units 
are destroyed, they are placed in the replace
ment pool on the map board. When the num
ber of units in the pool reaches three, one 
may return during the next turn, and the 
other two are placed in the permanently de
stroyed pile. Because it may take more or less 
than one turn to accumulate three units in the 
replacement pool, replacements arrive at ir
regular intervals. Units destroyed while out 
of supply cannot be replaced. 

This brings us t.o the order of battle op
tion. The Germans have seven OB options 
(numbered 1-7) and the Allies have six 
(numbered 8-13). Any German option can be 
played with any Allied option, so the game 
can be played in 423 different wavs. Since 
some options are obviously stronger than 
others" each is given a relative strength 
rating. T he strengths of the German options 
range from 100 (option #1) to 85 (option #7), 
of the Allies' from 53 (option #8) to 39 (op
tion 1i13). T hese ratings are used to determine 
an equitable level of player victory condi
tions when using a combination of options 
which gives one side or the other a distinct 
advantage. 

Perhaps it would be best to look at the 
forces of the historical order of battle and 
then compare them with the "what if" op
tions. Actually each side has two OB options 
with historical conditions and order of bat
tle . One for each side (#5 fo r the Germans, 
# 13 for the Allies) has both the historical 
forces and deploymenl (the his torical place
ment of aLl units is printed on the map). The 
other (#3 for the Germans, #12 for the Allies) 
has the historical forces, but players may set 
up as they wish, within certain res tric tions. 
The German's historical OB consists of 47 
Stosstruppen divisions, 16 regular divisions, 
15 trench divisions, and 19 supply/artillery 
units, or 78 divisions in all. The Allies begin 
the historical options with 32 British, 3 Com
monwealth, and 2 French in fantry divisions 
plus 3 cavalry divisions and 11 supply/ artil
lery units, or 40 divisions in all. Thus the Ger
mans ha ve almost a 2-1 superiority at the 
beginning of the historical option . The Allies 
also receive 7 British, 5 Commonwealth, 3 
cavalry, and 17 French divisions , and 6 sup-
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ply/ artillery units over the course of the 
game as reinforcements, or, in other words 
an additional 32 divisions. Thus the finai 
ratio comes to 78 German divisions to 72 Al
lied divisions. (The Germans never receive 
any reinforcements i!l any of their options.) 

Of the five hypothetical OB option~ for 
the German player, three (#2, #6, & #7) ne
gate certain rules of play while keeping the 
historical order of battle and the other two 
(#1 & #4) add a few units to the historical 
order of battle, while keeping the rules un
changed. In option 2, there is no devastated 
zone. This of course supposes that the Ger
mans did not destroy this area when they re
treated in 1917. Option 6 presumes that the 
Brit ish improved their tactics by not filling 
their front trenches so much. Thus in this op
tion German artillery is not dou bled when 
firing from their own fortified zone. Order 
of battle option 7, the weakest option for the 
Germans, presumes that the Germans did 
not develop infiltration tactics and so the 
Germans' Stosstruppen units may not move 
through zones of control. This is not really as 
bad as it might seem. The Germans can still 
blow holes in the Allied line which can be ex
ploited in the second movement phase, but 
naturally the Germans will not be able to sur
round as many Allied units as they normally 
could. In the other two hypothetical options, 
only the order of battle is slightly different in 
each case. In option 1 (the strongest), the 
Germans have six additional regular divi
sions (6-4's), or a total of 22 instead of the 
usual 16. These 6 extra divisions are divisions 
which could have been, but were not, with
drawn from the defunct Eastern front. Op
tion 4 supposes that the Germans had had 
cavalry available to help exploit the break
through. They are, however, rather vulner
able and usually not a lot of help. 

The rules do not definitely state whether 
the German hypothetical options are to be set 
up using free deployment or not. P resumably 
they could be set up either free or with the 
historical set-up, although with the options 
which change a rule (#2, 6, 7), the historical 
set up would seem to have been intended. 
With options I and 4, the extra units natural
ly do not fit into the historical. set-up on the 
map. The choice here is to use free deploy
ment for all units or just for the new units. 
Either way seems reasonable. 

None of the Allied hypothetical options 
change any rules of playas some of the Ger
mans' do , and so the Allied options each of
fer a different number of units at start and! 
or different reinforcement schedules than the 
historical options . Option 8 presumes max
imum French fron tage . All of the rront south 
of the Peronne to Cambrai road is taken over 
at the start by 18 French divisions . In option 
9 the French frontage stretches further north 
than originally, but not as far as in option 8. 
Nme French divisions cover the front south 
of the Amiens-St. Quentin road in this op· 
lion. The reinforcement schedules for each 
of these options differs from the his torical 
schedule in that fewer French divisions and 
more British divisions are sent as rein
forcements, especially in option 8. In other 
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words, with the French front extended, they 
would not have the same number of reserves 
to send, but the British with a shorter front 
would have more. Option 8 is the strongest 
Allied option by far. Because of the short 
British frontage, the British can defend in 
depth and their line will be very difficult to 
break. The French line however is not quite 
so heavily held. But this option presents the 
Germans with quite a challenge. 

At this point, there is a slight mistake in 
the rules. Allied options 10 and i2 are re
versed. Option 10 is actually greater French 
reinforcements and option 12 is actual 
forces, free deployment. This become clear 
from looking at the reinforcement schedules. 
In option 10, the French send the maximum 
possible reinforcements to aid their British 
allies. Thus the number of starting units are 
the same, but the French send eight more di
visions than they did originally. In option 11, 
the Allies did not send reinforcements to Ita
ly leaving nine additional divisions in France 
to help stop the German offensives. Options 
J 2 and J 3 are the historical options and are 
also the weakest. The forces available in all 
of the allied option are summarized in the 
chart below. 

There are two sets of victory conditions 
in 1918. Both sets depend on the number of 
points accumulated by the German player 
over the course of the game. The German 
player receives 10 points for controlling Ar
ras, 15 points for Amiens, and 5 points fo r 
controlling Montdidier at the end of the 
game. One point is also given the German 
player for each rriendly unit exited in supply 
off the southern, western, or northwestern
map edges (behind the original allied front 
line) and four points for each unit exited 
north of Arras. If the Germans have 25 
points or more at the end of the game, they 
win a decisive victory; 15-24 a substantive; 
10-14 marginal; 5-9 a draw; and 0-4 an Allied 
victory. in the actual campaign, the Germans 

managed only to capture Montdidier - a 
draw. These are the historical victory 
conditions. 

The other set of victory conditions 
reflect player victory and varies with the 
order of battle options being used. This is 
where the relative strengths assigned to the 
order of battle options come into play. The 
relative strength of the Allied OB option be
ing used is subtracted from the relative 
strength of the German OB option to give a 
base number. This base number is cross-ref
erenced on the player victory chart to find 
the victory levels for when those two OB op
tions are used. Thus if the Germans, for ex
ample, use an option which is stronger than 
their historical option and the Allies use their 
historical option, the Germans must accumu
late more victory poin ts than j r they were us
ing rhe historical option in order t.o achieve 
any given level of victory. 

in conclusion, it can be said that al
though some aspects of the game (for exam
ple, supply, artillery, losses and replace
ments) are handled rather abstractly, 1918 
recreates the overall flow of the German 
Michel oHensive quite well. The Germans 
crossed the Somme river on the 23rd of 
March (game turn 3) and in the majority of 
games in which the historical forces and set
up are used, the Germans wiII cross that river 
on turn 3. Few games are so well paced. It is a 
case of the simulation of some details being 
abstracted for the benefit of an accurate 
overall picture of a campaign. 1918 is a must 
for anyone interested in World War 1 or for 
anyone who is looking for an interesting 
game of yesteryear. 

British French Allied Allied 
Infantry Infantry Cavalry Sup/A rt. Total 

Option: Division Division Division Units Divisions 

8. Maximuin At start 39 18 3 (16) 66 
Frencn Reihf.' 19 8 3 (2) JO 
frontage Total 58 26 6 (1.8) 90 

9. Increased At start 37 9 3 (14) 49 
French Reinf. 14 12 3 ( 3) 29 
frontage Total 5J 21 6 (17) 78 

:10. Greater Antal"! 35 2 3 (II) 40 
French -- Reinf. 12 23 5" ( 8) 40 
reiuf. Tbtal ' 47 25 8 (19) 80 

1,1. Number At start 39 2 3 (11) 44 
reinf. Reinf. 15 19 3 ( 6) 37 
to Italy Total 54 21 6 (J 7) 81 

12. Hist. At start 35 2 3 (11) 40 
for~es~free Reint.' 12 :t7 3 ( 6), 32 . 
deploy; and ·Yotal ' -47 19 6 '(11) ; 72 

13. Hist. 
forces - hist. 
set-up 

Great Games for You 
from MAPLA Y: 

SALAMANCA 
A re-creat ion of Wellington's greatest tac
tical victory. Mid-day on the 22nd of Ju ly, 
1812, Marsha l Marmon t tried himself and 
hi s trOOps agains t the brill iant Brit ish 
leader - and five hours later, regretted it 
mightily. The French lin the game) do 
have a reasonable chance of victory - all 
they Reed is be tter leadership (provided by 
yo u). Salamanca , ava ilab le for $8.50 
(boxed) 

GUERILLA 
A realistic ga me of mod ern jungle warfa re 
simulating the conflict between Malaysia 
and Indonesia in the 1960's. The setting is 
Borneo and the combat is an u northodox 
c lash between security forces a nd st rong
ly supported guerillas. Simulation includes 
secret victory conditons , hidde n move
ment, and unique surprise and a mbush 
rules . Guerilla. available fo r $6.50 (soft
pack) or $8.50 with tray. 

Orders sent pos/paid. 
Make check payable 10-

OmarL. DeWitt 
547 Riverside Drive 
Elizabeth, New JerseyOn08 

Are You Changing 
Your Address? 

If you are, you must let us know in advance in 
order to avoid missing any of your issues of 
S&Tand/ or MOVES. 

Your-issues will not be forwarded. 
So please lellls know about your re- location . 
Just drop us a note at least six weeks in ad
vance of the change and give us the follow ing 
information: 
1. Your name - as it appears on the mailing 
label of your S&Tand /or MO VES. 

2. Your Customer Code and Expiration 
Codes (this is the very top line of information 
on your mailing Jabel). 

3. Your old address (clearly indicate it 'IS 

"old" address) . 

4. Your new address (clearly indicate it as 
"new" address). 

5. The eJJeclivedale of your new address . 

If you provide us with the above information , 
there should be no difficulty in the transmis
sion of your magazines or other orders (tell us 
if you do have other orders pending) . Be 
aware that S& Tand MO YES are mailed Third 
Class, so don't rely on the u.s. Postal Service 
to forward such mail-they don'l. When you 
send us a change of address, don't enclose any 
other correspondence that doesn't pertain to , 
that change - it just slows up the processing 
of the change and creates a possibility of miss
ed information. A post card is best. Wrile to : 

Simulations Publications, Inc. 
Customer Service, eOA Dept. 
44 East 23rd Street 
New York , New York. 10010 


